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Abstrat
We onstruted rephasing invariant measures of CP violation with elements of the
neutrino mass matrix, in the basis in whih the harged lepton mass matrix is diagonal.
We disuss some examples of neutrino mass matries with texture zeroes, where the
present approah is appliable and demonstrate how it simplies an analysis of CP
violation. We applied our approah to study CP violation in all the phenomenologially
aeptable 3-generation two-zero texture neutrino mass matries and shown that in any
of these ases there is only one CP phase whih ontributes to the neutrino osillation
experiment and there are no Majorana phases.
1 Introdution
In the standard model there is only one soure of CP violation, whih is in the harged-
urrent mixing matrix in the quark setor. The harged-urrent mixing matrix in the quark
setor ontains one CP phase, whih has been observed. It is not possible to identify the
position of the CP phase, sine it is possible to make any phase transformations to the quarks.
However, it is possible to dene a rephasing invariant quantity as produt of elements of the
mixing matrix that remains invariant under any rephasing of the quarks [1, 2℄. This is known
as Jarlskog invariant.
In the leptoni setor, standard model does not allow any CP violation. If one onsiders
extensions of the standard model to aommodate the observed neutrino masses, then there
an be several CP phases [3, 4, 5, 6℄. In the simplest senario of three generations, there
ould be one CP phase in the mixing matrix in the leptoni setor, similar to the quark
setor. In addition, if neutrinos are Majorana partiles they an have two more Majorana
CP phases [4℄. In this ase it is possible to work in a parametrization, in whih all the three
CP phases ould be in the harged-urrent mixing matrix in the leptoni setor. One of these
CP phase will ontribute to the neutrino osillation experiments, while the other two will
ontribute to lepton number violating proess like neutrinoless double beta deay. A natural
explanation for the smallness of the neutrino masses omes from the see-saw mehanism [7℄.
The origin of small neutrino mass then relates to a large lepton number violating sale. It
is quite natural that this lepton number violation at the high sale would also explain the
baryon asymmetry of the universe through leptogenesis [8, 9℄. This onnetion between the
neutrino mass and leptogenesis makes the question of CP violation in the leptoni setor
more interesting [5, 6℄.
The CP phases in the leptoni setor has been studied and rephasing invariants for
both lepton number onserving as well as lepton number violating CP violation have been
onstruted [3℄. In this artile we try to study this question only in terms of neutrino masses.
Sine neutrinos are produed only through weak interations, it is possible to work in the
weak interation basis, in whih the harged lepton mass matrix is diagonal. The neutrino
mass matrix in this basis will then ontain all the information about CP violation. We try
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to nd rephasing invariant ombinations of the neutrino mass elements, so that with those
invariants some general omments an be made about CP violation in the model without
deriving the struture of the harged-urrent mixing matrix.
2 CP Violation in the Quark Setor
We briey review the rephasing invariants in terms of the mixing matries and then show
how the same results an be obtained from the mass matrix without taking the trouble of
diagonalizing them in the leptoni setor. Consider rst the quark setor, where the up and
the down quark mass matries are diagonalized by the bi-unitary transformations. We write
the orresponding unitary matries that relates the left-handed and right-handed physial
(with denite masses) up and down quarks elds to their weak (diagonal harged urrent)
basis as: UL, DL, UR and DR. Then the harged urrent interations in terms of the physial
elds will ontain the Kobayashi-Cabibbo-Maskawa mixing matrix
V = D†LUL.
Sine the right-handed elds are singlets under the standard model interations, they do not
enter in the harged urrent interations. In any physial proesses, only this CKM mixing
matrix would appear and hene the matries UR and DR beomes redundant. So, the up
and down quark masses have muh more freedom and the physial observables that an
determine the Vαi annot infer about the up and down quark masses uniquely.
For the CP violation, one needs to further onsider the rephasing of the left-handed elds.
Any phase transformation to the up and down quarks will also transform the CKM matrix
Vαi → e−i(dα−ui).
However, if there is any CP phase in the CKM matrix, whih annot be removed by any
phase transformations of the up and the down quarks, should be present in the Jarlskog
invariant [1, 2℄
Jαiβj = Im[VαiVβjV
∗
αjV
∗
βi]. (1)
Thus if the Jarlskog invariant is non-vanishing, that would imply CP violation in the quark
mixing. It is apparent from the denition that any phase transformations to the up and
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down quarks annot hange Jαiβj . In a three generation senario there an be only one suh
invariant and hene the CKM matrix an have only one CP phase, whih is invariant under
rephasing of the up and the down quarks.
3 CP Violation in the Leptoni Setor
In the leptoni setor, the harged lepton mass matrix an in general be diagonalized by a
bi-unitary transformation. In addition, the neutrinos are produed in weak interations, so
the avour of the neutrinos at the time of prodution is always same as the avour of the
harged lepton. The harged-urrent interation is given by
Lcc = g√
2
ℓ¯iLγ
µνL W
−
µ (2)
in the basis (ℓiL, i = e, µ, τ) in whih harged lepton mass matrix is diagonal, i.e., the states
e, µ, τ orrespond to physial states. Without loss of generality we further assume that
elements of the diagonal harged lepton mass matrix are real and positive.
The neutrino mass term an be written as
LM = Mνij νciR νjL = Mνij νTiL C−1 νjL (3)
so that the neutrino mass matrix an be diagonalized by a single unitary matrix U through
UT Mν U = K
2 Mˆν (4)
where Mˆν = diag[m1, m2, m3] is a real diagonal matrix and K is a diagonal phase matrix.
The unitary matrix Uia (with i, j = e, µ, τ and a, b = 1, 2, 3) relates the physial neutrino
states νa (with masses ma) to the weak states
νa = U
∗
ai νi +K
∗
aa
2 Uai ν
c
i , (5)
so that the physial neutrinos satisfy the Majorana ondition
ν = K2 νc. (6)
The Unitary matrix U thus gives the mixing of the neutrinos and hene neutrino osillations,
whih is known as the PMNS mixing matrix [10℄ and K is the Majorana phase matrix
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ontaining the Majorana phases, whih are the new soures of CP violation entering due to
the Majorana nature of the neutrinos. The PMNS matrix U also an ontain CP violating
phases, whih should be observed in the neutrino osillation experiments. We all these
phases in the PMNS mixing matrix U as Dira phases to distinguish them from theMajorana
phases. The main dierene betwen a Majorana phase and a Dira phase is that the Majorana
phases do not aet any lepton number onserving proess like neutrino osillations. On the
other hand, the Dira phases may ontribute to both lepton number onserving as well as
lepton number violating proesses.
From the above disussions it is apparent that the information about the CP phases an
be obtained from either U and K or only from the mass matrix Mν . In the literature the
question of CP violation is usually disussed by studying U and K. In this artile we point
out that it is possible to study the question of CP phases only by studying the neutrino mass
matrix Mν . In partiular, the information about CP violation is onveniently obtained from
the rephasing invariant ombinations of neutrino mass elements. When the neutrino masses
originate from see-saw mehanism, the question of CP violation has been studied in details
and similar invariants have been onstruted [6℄. Our approah is dierent and we do not
restrit our analysis to any spei origin of the neutrino masses. Our results are general
and appliable to any models of neutrino masses.
Consider the transformation of dierent quantities under the rephasing of the neutrinos
νi → eiδiνi
ℓa → eiηaℓa
Uai → e−i(ηa−δi)Uai
Ki → eiδiKi. (7)
From these transformations it is possible to onstrut the rephasing invariants [3℄
saij = UaiU
∗
ajK
∗
iKj . (8)
In the three generation ase there will be three independent rephasing invariant measures.
There is another rephasing invariant whih is similar to the Jarlskog invariant in the quark
setor,
taibj = UaiUbjU
∗
ajU
∗
bi, (9)
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so that Taibj = Im taibj and Saij = Im saij beomes the measure of CP violation. Taibj
ontains the information about the Dira phase, while saji ontains information about both
Dira as well as Majorana phases. One an then use the relation
taibj = saij · saji
to eliminate the invariants T 's or else keep the T 's as independent measures and redue
the number of independent S's. One onvenient hoie for the independent measures is the
independent taibjs and s1ijs. In the three generation ase there is only one taibj and two s1ijs.
The advantage of this parametrization is that the measure Taibj gives the CP violation in
any neutrino osillation experiment, while the measures S1ij orresponds to CP violation in
lepton number violating interations like the neutrinoless double beta deay or sattering
proesses like W− +W− → ℓ−i + ℓ−j also.
4 Rephasing Invariants with Neutrino Masses
We shall now proeed to onstrut suh measures of CP violation in terms of the mass matrix
itself. The rephasing invariant measures with the mixing matrix an allow all the rephasing
invariants non-vanishing even when there is only one Dira phase. However, in the present
formalism, the number of rephasing invariants is same as the number of CP phases. So,
we an nd out if there is any Majorana phase or not. Sine the neutrino mass matrix is
diagonalized by a single unitary matrix, the mass matrix ontains all the information about
the PMNS mixing matrix and also the mass eigenstates. However, this is not obvious with
the CP phase. When the neutrinos are given a phase transformation, the mass matrix will be
transformed the same way. Sine the we are working in the weak basis, any transformation
to the harged leptons an be transformed to the mixing matrix and in turn to the neutrino
masses. Thus the phase transformation to the mass matrix will beome
νi → eiδiνi
ℓi → eiηiℓi
Mνij → ei(δi+δj−ηi−ηj)Mνij . (10)
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Consider the transformation E → XE, where X is the phase transformation to the harged
leptons. The mixing matrix will transform as U → X∗U . However, in equation 4 this
transformation an be interpreted as a transformation to the mass matrix, M → X∗MX∗.
Thus any rephasing invariant measure onstruted with only the mass matrix will ontain
the information about CP violation.
Unlike the mixing matries, the mass matrix is not unitary and instead it is symmetri.
We write the elements of the mass matrix Mν as mij and try to onstrut the rephasing
invariants in terms of mij . This analysis do not depend on the origin of neutrino masses.
We work with the neutrino mass matrix after integrating out any heavier degrees of freedom
and in the weak basis. Any quadrati terms that an be onstruted from the elements of
the neutrino mass matrix are all real, m∗ijmij = |mij |2, as expeted. Let us next onsider the
quarti terms
Iijkl = mijmklm∗ilm∗kj. (11)
It is easy to hek that any three fators of the above quarti invariant an be made real
by appropriate rephasing, but fourth one will remain omplex. Sine there are n re-phasing
phases (δi), one an get n number of linear equations to make mass elements of the mass
matrix to be real. So n number of entries (exluding symmetri elements) of the mass matrix
an be made real, but positions of the mass entries an not be hosen randomly. That is the
reason why all the above rephasing quarti invariants an not be made real in general. An
n×n symmetri matrix has n(n+1)/2 independent entries and so it has the same number of
phases. By appropriate rephasing, as argued above, n independent phases an be removed.
Then, one is left with n(n− 1)/2 number of independent phases.
To nd out the minimal set of rephasing invariants we list some of the transitive and
onjugation properties of the invariants:
IijplIpjkl = |mpjmpl|2Iijkl
IijkpIipkl = |mipmkp|2Iijkl
and
Iijkl = I∗ilkj = Iklij = I∗kjil (12)
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Using these relations it an be shown that all the Iijkl are not independent and they an be
expressed in terms of a subset of these invariants Iijαα and the quadrati invariants as
Iijkl =
IijααIklααI∗liααI∗kjαα
|mαα|4|miαmjαmkαmlα|2 (13)
Where i, j 6= α and α = 1, 2, ..., n, where n is the number of generations. On the other hand,
any quartis of the form Iijαα an be expressed in terms of Iββαα as
Im [Iijαα] = −Im [Iiααj ] = − Im[Iiiαα · Iααjj · Iiijj]
Re [Iiααj ] (|mii|2 |mjj|2) . (14)
Thus we an express all other invariants in terms of Iiijj and hene onsider them to be
of fundamental importane. However, when there are texture zeroes in the neutrino mass
matrix, some or all of these invariants Iiijj ould be vanishing. In that ase, it is onvenient
to use the Iijαα as the measure of CP violation. For the present we shall onentrate on
the more general ase with neutrino mass matries without any texture zeroes, when the
simplest rephasing invariants are Iiijj.
We an thus dene the independent CP violating measures as
Iij = Im [Iiijj ] = Im [Iiijj] = Im [miimjjm∗ijm∗ji], (i < j) (15)
These are the minimal set of CP violating measures one an onstrut and this gives the
independent CP violating quantities. Sine Iij satises
Iij = Iji and Iii = 0,
there are n(n− 1)/2 independent measures for n generations.
We ellaborate with some examples starting with a 2-generation senario. There are three
Iijkl, two of whih are real: I1211 = |m11m12|2; and I1222 = |m12m22|2. The third one an
have imaginary phase, whih is I12 = Im[I1122] = Im [m11m22m∗12m∗21]. In the 3-generation
ase there are thus three independent measures I12, I13, I23. Imaginary phases in all other
quartis Iijkl are related to only these three independent measures. For example,
I21223 =
I∗12 · I∗23 · I13
|m11|2 |m33|2 .
Similarly, for 4-generations there will be six rephasing invariant independent phases, whih
are I12, I23, I31, I14, I24, I34.
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The above arguments have been stated without onsidering any texture zeroes in the
mass matrix. If any element of the mass matrix is zero, then these disussions have to be
generalized. It is beause some quarti invariants an beome undened beause of vanishing
denominator of the right hand side of the expression 13 and 14. In that ase one needs to
onsider all possible invariants Iijkl, whih ould be non-vanishing. In addition, even if all
the quarti invariants vanish, the produt of six mass matrix elements of the form
Iijklpq = mij mkl mpq m∗il m∗kq m∗pj
ould be non-vanishing and an ontribute to CP violation. When there are no texture
zeroes, the produt of six mass elements do not ontain any new information about CP
phases, they are related to the quarti invariants
Iijklpq = Iijkl Ipqkj|mkj|2 . (16)
Other produts of six mass elements are of the form, mij mkl mpq m
∗
il m
∗
kj m
∗
pq = |mpq|2 Iijkl
or |mij mkl mpq|2.
We summarize this setion by restating that when all elements of the neutrino mass
matrix are non-vanishing, Iij , (i < j) gives the total number of Dira and Majorana phases.
If some of the elements of the mass matrix vanishes, then either Iijkl or Iijklpq ould also
represent some of the independent phases.
5 CP Violation in Lepton Number Conserving Proesses
The rephasing invariant independent phases ontained in Iij, i < j, are inlusive of the
Dira phases as well as the Majorana phases. We shall now identify the rephasing invariant
measures, whih is independent of the Majorana phases, whih would enter in the neutrino
osillation experiments. The mass matrix (Mν) in terms of the diagonal mass matrix (Mˆν)
an be expressed following equation 4 as
Mν = U
∗ K2 Mˆν U
†.
Thus the produts
M˜ = (M †ν Mν) = (Mν M
†
ν )
∗ = U Mˆ2ν U
†
(17)
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are independent of the Majorana phases K and any rephasing invariant measure onstruted
with elements m˜ij of M˜ will ontain only the Dira phases and hene should ontribute to
any lepton number onserving proesses.
The mass-squared elements m˜ij transforms under rephasing of the neutrinos and harged
leptons as
m˜ij → ei(δi−δj)m˜ij . (18)
Neutrino rephasing does not appear beause it anels in M˜ . Sine the mass-squared matrix
M˜ν is Hermitian, M˜
†
ν = M˜ν , the mass elements satisfy
m˜ij = m˜
∗
ji. (19)
Thus the simplest rephasing invariant that an be onstruted from the mass-squared matrix
M˜ν is just m˜11. However, from equation 19 it is obvious that this is a real quantity. The
next possible rephasing invariant would be a quadrati term, but even that is also real
m˜ijm˜ji = m˜ijm˜
∗
ij = |m˜ij |2.
Thus the simplest rephasing invariant ombination that an ontain the omplex CP phase
is of the form
Jijk = m˜ij m˜jk m˜ki (i 6= j 6= k). (20)
Im[Jijk] are antisymmetri under interhange of any two indies and hene vanishes when
any two of the indies are same. We an express Jijk in terms of M matrix elements as,
Jijk = m˜ijm˜jkm˜kl
=
(∑
α
m∗iαmjα
)(∑
β
m∗jβmkβ
)(∑
γ
m∗kγmlγ
)
(21)
Where
∑
αm
∗
iαmjα an be interpreted as salar produt of ith and jth row. A similar invari-
ant was onstruted in the ase of see-saw model of neutrino masses in ref. [6℄, although the
approah to the problem is ompletely dierent. In this expression, if any one salar produt
vanishes then number of independent rephasing measure Im[Jijk] whih are independent of
the Majorana phases will be redued by one.
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It is possible to express all the rephasing invariants ontaining the Dira phases Jijk in
terms of a minimal set of
(n−1)(n−2)
2
invariants Jijn, (i < j < n) as
Jijk = JijnJjknJkin|min| |mjn| |mkn| (22)
where n is the index orresponding to the number of generations. Thus we dene the
measures of CP violation in lepton number onserving proesses as
Jijn = Im[Jijn] (i < j < n). (23)
These invariants Im[Jijk] are not independent of the invariants Iijkl and an be exressed as
Jijk =
∑
a,b,c
Iiajb · Ikaic
|mia|2 . (24)
So, the independent measures Iij inlude these independent measures of Dira CP phases
Im[Jijn], (i < j < n).
There are n(n − 1)/2 phases present in M˜ for n generations, but all of them are not
independent. (n−1) of these phases an be removed by redening the phases of the leptons.
That leaves
n(n−1)
2
− n = (n−1)(n−2)
2
=(n−1) C2 independent phases in M˜ . This is the number
of Dira phases and may be observed in neutrino osillation experiments. Let us assume
that some partiular n − 1 entries are made real with appropriate rephasing. We an take
all possible pair-produt of these real entries. To have non-real rephasing invariant Jijk,
one will have to multiply pair-produt with some omplex entry. For eah real pair-produt
there orrespond only one omplex entry so that there produt is a omplex rephasing
invariant dened as in equation 20. So number of all possible pair of real entries will give
the number of non vanishing rephasing measures independent of Majorana phases whih is
(n−1)C2 =
(n−1)(n−2)
2
. This number is same as the number of physial phases present in M˜ as
it has been analyzed earlier.
In the 2-generation ase there is only one CP phase whih is a Majorana phase. Whih
implies there should not be any non-vanishing Jijk, whih is trivial to hek. In the 3-
generation ase there is only one Dira CP phase, whih is
J123 = m˜12 m˜23 m˜31 =
∑
a,b,c
[m∗a1 ma2 m
∗
b2 mb3 m
∗
c3mc1] . (25)
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Thus given a neutrino mass matrix one an readily say if this mass matrix will imply CP
violation in the neutrino osillation experiments.
In the 4-generation ase there are three CP phases in the PMNS mixing matrix and
3-Majorana phase. The independent rephasing invariants of Dira phases will be given as
J124, J134 and J234 . One dependent rephasing invariant is J123 whih an be expressed as
J123 = J124J234J
∗
134
|m˜14m˜24m˜34|2 .
In general, these invariants satisfy
JijkJ ∗iklJilj = |m˜ijm˜ikm˜il|2Jjkl (26)
for n generations, where i, j, k = 1, 2, ..., n.
We summarize this setion by restating for n-generation neutrino mass matrix without
any texture zeroes, the rephasing invariants orresponding to the Dira phase are Jijn, (i <
j < n). If there are texture zeroes, then some of the Jijk, (i < j < k, k 6= n) ould also be
independent.
6 Texture Zeroes
In ase neutrino mass matrix ontains zero textures in all the olumns, it is onvenient to
dene independent rephasing invariants in slightly dierent form as,
Rijnn = lim
|mkn|→0
mijm
∗
inm
∗
jnmnn
|min| |mjn| |mnn| (∀k for whih mkn = 0 and i, j 6= n) (27)
Limit has to be taken for all zero textures present in nth olumn. Any other quarti rephasing
invariant an be expressed in terms of these independent rephasing invariants Rijnn as,
Iijkl = RijnnRklnnR∗linnR∗kjnn (28)
We an dene independent rephasing invariant measures as,
Iijn = Im [Rijnn] (i, j 6= n) (29)
Advantage of dening the independent re-phasing invariants Rijnn as the limiting ase is
that the expressions do not beome undened due to presene of vanishing denominators.
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Let us write above expression in a dierent form as,
Rijnn = |mij|ei(θij+θnn−θin−θjn) (i, j 6= n and i ≤ j)
Where θkn is the phase present at (k, n) entry of the mass matrix. If there are some zero
textures in nth olumn, then the phase orresponding to this zero entry present in expression
of Rijnn must be unphysial. Let us assume that there is a zero texture at (1, n) position
in neutrino mass matrix. Then the unphysial phase θ1n will appear in some of the inde-
pendent rephasing invariants as dened above in equation 25, whih will allow us to make
one of the independent rephasing invariants R1jnn to be real eliminating orresponding CP
measure. So one rephasing invariant measure vanishes orresponding to one zero texture in
the nth olumn. One independent rephasing invariant (and so one CP measure) vanishes
orresponding to the zero textures present in other than nth olumn (or nth row). Thus the
number of independent CP measures NCP for neutrino mass matrix having p zero textures
and q zero rows for n generations is given by
NCP =
n(n− 1)
2
− p+ q (30)
In the same way we an study the mass-squared matries M˜ and write down the number of
rephasing invariant measures independent of Majorana phases N˜CP is given as
N˜CP =
(n− 1)(n− 2)
2
− r + s
where r is the number of zero entries in M˜ and s is the number of those rows whose all the
entries exluding diagonal one are zero. It should be notied that above relation of
˜NCP is
only valid if NCP is not zero.
7 Appliation to Two-zero Texture Mass Matries
With our present formalism, we shall now study a lass of 3-generation neutrino mass ma-
tries with two-zero textures, whih has been listed in ref. [11℄. There are seven suh mass
matries that are onsistent with present information about neutrino masses:
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A1 :
 0 0 X0 X X
X X X
 ; (2↔ 3) A2 :
 0 X 0X X X
0 X X
 ;
B1 :
 X X 0X 0 X
0 X X
 ; (2↔ 3) B2 :
 X 0 X0 X X
X X 0
 ;
B3 :
 X 0 X0 0 X
X X X
 ; (2↔ 3) B4 :
 X X 0X X X
0 X 0
 ;
C :
 X X XX 0 X
X X 0
 ;
From our disussions in the previous setion, there an be only one CP phase in all these
ases. We shall now identify the rephasing invariants in all the ases. Although all these
matries dier in phenomenology, as far as CP violation is onerned, the interhange of
the indies (2 ↔ 3) will not hange any disussion. So, we shall not expliitly disuss the
models A2, B2, B4, whih an be obtained by hanging the indies (2↔ 3) from the matries
A1, B1, B3 respetively.
Case A1:
There is only one non-vanishing Iij, whih is I23. The lepton number onserving rephasing
invariant measure J123 is given by
[J123] = Im [(m
∗
31m32)(m
∗
22m23 +m
∗
32m33)(m
∗
33m31)]
= |m31|2I23 (31)
Thus there is only one Dira CP phase in this ase, whih will ontribute to the lepton
number onserving proesses. The same result is valid for A2.
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Case B1:
In this ase all the measures Iij are vanishing. Even the invariants of the form Iij are
all vanishing. However, there is one CP phase as disussed in the previous setion. The
invariant I122133 is non-vanishing, whih annot be related to to the lower invariants by
I122133 = I1221 · I3322/|m222, sine m22 = 0. The lepton number onserving invariant is related
to this invariant by
[J123] = Im [(m
∗
11m12)(m
∗
32m33)(m
∗
23m21)]
= Im[I122133]. (32)
Again there are no Majorana CP phase. The analysis is same for the ase B2.
Case B3:
There is only one non-vanishing CP violating measure I13, whih is related to the lepton
number onserving measure by
[J123] = Im [(m
∗
31m32)(m
∗
32m33)(m
∗
13m11 +m
∗
33m31)]
= |m32|2I13. (33)
There are no more CP phase left in addition to the one entering in lepton number onserving
proesses. Replaing the indies (2 ↔ 3) we get for the ase B4 a similar relation [J123] =
|m32|2I12.
Case C:
This is the most interesting ase. There are no CP violating measures of the form Iij ,
although the invariant I1123 is non-vanishing. So, there is one CP phase in this ase, as
expeted. This is related to the CP violating measure that aets lepton number onserving
proesses by
J123 = Im[(m
∗
11m12 +m
∗
31m32)(m
∗
12m13)(m
∗
13m11 +m
∗
23m21)]
= |m12|2I1123 + |m13|2I∗1123.
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Although this shows that the phase is a Dira phase, in the speial ase of m12 = m13, there
will not be any CP violation in the neutrino osillation experiments. This an be veried
from the fat that for m12 = m13 the third mixing angle and hene U13 vanishes. In this ase
the CP violation an originate from a Majorana phase, sine J123 vanishes even when Im1123
is non-vanishing.
Another way to understand this is to write the mass matrix in a dierent basis. When
m12 = m13, we an write the mass matrix C as X X 0X X 0
0 0 X
 .
In this ase the third generation deouples from the rest and we know that for two generation
there is only a Majorana phase, whih orresponds to non-vanishing I12 and there is no Dira
phase, as we stated above. This is the only example of two-zero texture mass matries where
the CP violating phase ould be a Majorana phase, but this mass matrix is not allowed
phenomenologially.
Thus there are no phenomenologially aeptable two-zero texture neutrino mass matri-
es, whih has any Majorana phase. The only CP phase possible in any two-zero texture
3-generation mass matrix is of Dira type and should allow CP violation in neutrino osilla-
tion experiments.
8 Summary
In summary, we onstruted rephasing invariant measures of CP violation with elements of
the neutrino masses in the weak basis. For an n-generation senario, in the absene of any
texture zeroes there are n(n− 1)/2 independent measures of CP violation, given by
Iij = Im [miimjjm
∗
ijm
∗
ji] (i < j)
whih orresponds to n(n − 1)/2 independent CP violating phases. Only (n − 1)(n − 2)/2
of these phases of CP violation an ontribute to the neutrino osillation experiments and
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are independent of the Majorana phases for whih the rephasing invariant measures of CP
violation an be dened as
Jijn =
∑
a,b,c
Im
[
(m∗ia mja) (m
∗
jb mnb) (m
∗
nc mic)
]
(i < j < n).
We then dened invariants for mass matries with texture zeroes and ellaborated with some
examples. We studied all the phenomenologially aeptable 3-generation two-zero texture
neutrino mass matries. We show that there are no Majorana phase in any of the allowed
ases.
17
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